Introduction.
In the first part of this paper ( § §2-5), we shall study various topologies on the collection of nonempty closed subsets of a topological spaced). In the second part ( § §6-8), we shall apply these topologies to such topics as multi-valued functions and the linear ordering of a topological space.
To facilitate our discussion, we begin by listing some of our principal conventions and notations: Convention 1.1. Let X be the "base" space. Then 1.1.
1. An element of X will be denoted by lower case italic letters (for example, x).
1.1.2. A subclass of X will be called a set, and will be denoted by upper case italic letters (for example, E).
1.1.3. A class of sets will be called a collection, and will be denoted by light-face German letters (for example, 33).
1.1.4.
A class of collections will be called a family, and will be denoted by bold face German letters (for example, 2t ). Convention 1.2. By a neighborhood of a class, we shall always mean a neighborhood of this class considered as an element of a topological space, not as a subclass of such a space. Notation 1.3. 1.3.1. A topological space X, with topology T, will be denoted by (X, T). 1 .3.2. A uniform space X, with uniform structure U, will be denoted by [X, U] ; the topology which U induces on X will be denoted by | U\. Notation 1.4 . Let (X, T) be a topological space. Then tA(X) = IE CX | E is not empty}, 2X= {E(ZX\E is closed and not empty}, Jn(X) = {E£2-r|E has at most n elements}, J(X)={E^2x\E is finite}, Q(X) = {E G 2* | E is compact} (2).
The following notation will be useful for defining and discussing our topologies : Notation 1.5. If { U, },ei is a collection of subsets of a topological space X,
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(') Such collections are often called hyperspaces.
(2) Strictly speaking, we should write Q(X, T) and so forth, since Q(X) depends on T. Where no confusion can occur, we shall, however, adopt the simplified notation.
then (<7.),ei (or (Ui, • • ■ , U») if I={l, ■ • • , n}) denotes {EG2x\E
CU.eitA, and Er\U^0(3) for all iGl}.
The first step towards topologizing a collection of subsets of a topological space X was taken by Hausdorff [10, §28] (4), who defined a metric on 2X in the case where X is a bounded metric space (6) . If we extend the Hausdorff metric to faI(X), then sets with the same closure are at zero distance from each other; hence the extended distance function is not a metric. When topologizing the subsets of a more general topological space, the situation is quite similar: On 2X, these topologies have decent separation properties, but when extended to zÄ(X), they fail to be 7\ (in fact, for all EÇ_X, any neighborhood of E contains E). We shall therefore, except in §5, restrict our considerations to 2X.
One of the features of the Hausdorff metric is that the function(6) i: X -» 2X, which maps x into {x} (3), is an isometry. In order to retain analogous properties for more general X, it is necessary, first of all, that the one-point subsets of X be elements of 2X; we shall therefore assume throughout this paper (except in 4.9.1. and 4.9.2) that the base space X is TV We now call a (topology/uniform structure/metric) on 2X admissible with respect to a (topology/uniform structure/metric) on X if the function i is a (homeomorphism/uniform isomorphism/isometry). It is reasonable to require that all structures on 2X be admissible, and the ones that we are about to define do, in fact, satisfy this requirement.
Guided by the above preliminary observations, we are now ready to topologize 2X when X is not a bounded metric space. For uniform spaces, we follow Bourbaki [l, p. 96, Ex. 7] in making the following definition. Definition 1.6. Let [A^, U] be a uniform space with index set A. For each E£2X, let 3$a(E) = (Va(x))xGE. We then define the uniform structure 2U on 2X to be the one generated by A and the collection 93a(£), and we call | 2U\ the uniform topology. The verification that this actually generates a 7\ uniform structure on 2X is tedious, but entirely straightforward; it is given as an exercise in [l, p. 97, Ex. 7], and will be omitted here. For an arbitrary topological space, we follow Vietoris [14, (3) We use 0 to denote the null set. We also use E (or Cl (E) if the expression for E is long) to denote the closure of a set E, and E' (or X-E) to denote the complement of E (in X). If x is an element of X, we use {x} to denote the subset of X whose only element is x. Similarly for subclasses or elements of hyperspaces.
(4) Numbers in brackets refer to the bibliography at the end of the paper. (6) For an extensive study of this metric topology on 2X for metric compact X, see Kelley [l 1 ]. (6) The terms function, map, and mapping are used synonymously in this paper, and do not imply continuity.
[July It is easy to see that if X is a bounded metric space, then 2U agrees with the Hausdorff metric. The finite topology 2T, on the other hand, agrees with this metric only if X is compact (see Proposition 3.5); this is no calamity, however, for in some important respects the finite topology behaves much better than the metric topology (see 2.4.1 and 4.10).
§2 deals with fundamental properties of the topologies on 2X. What is probably the most interesting result of this section (Theorem 2.5) can be paraphrased as follows: A compact union of closed sets is closed, and a compact union of compact sets is compact.
§3 deals with relationships between the various topologies on 2X. The most important results are that, for a uniform space [X, U], the uniform and finite topologies agree on Q(X) (Theorem 3.3), and that, for a normal X and a special U, they even agree on 2X (Theorem 3.4).
In §4, we investigate what properties of X are carried over to 2X or to Q(X). Among the former are compactness (Theorem 4.2), connectedness (Theorem 4.10), and most separation properties in somewhat weakened form (Theorems 4.9.1-4.9.7). As for Q(X), it appears to inherit intact virtually every property of X. In addition to the properties just mentioned for 2X, Q(X) inherits the separation properties in undiluted form (Theorems 4.9.8-4.9.13), local compactness (Proposition 4.4), and local connectedness (Theorem 4.12).
In §5, we begin by extending our topologies to zA(X) (Definition 5.1), and showing that the function(6) which maps a subset of X into its closure is a retraction (Theorem 5.3). Next we define certain functions among the hyperspaces (Definition 5.5), and derive their properties (Corollary 5.6-Corollary 5.8). Typical among these is that the function a:zA(zA(X)) -»cvf(X), which maps a collection of sets into its union, is continuous (Theorems 5.7.1 and 5.7.2). Next we study the relationships between a function/:X -> Fand the function it induces among the hyperspaces (Theorem 5.10). We conclude this section by defining a new concept, the saturate of a collection (Definition 5.13), and deriving its properties. An interesting result is that the union of a closed and saturated collection of closed sets is closed (Corollary 5.16). Before continuing this summary, we define a concept which plays a crucial role in the investigations of the remaining sections. Definition 1.8. Let @£E2X. A function/:© ->X is called a selection if it is continuous, and iif(E)ÇzE for all ££©• In §6 we discuss the following question: Given a function g : Y -* 2X, when is it possible to find a continuous g' : Y -> X such that g'(y) £zg(y) for all y £ F? We attack this problem by dividing it into two parts; the first part deals with the continuity of g, while the second deals with the properties of X alone. Among the new questions thus raised, we have the following: Question 1. For what X does there exist a selection from 2X (or from Q(X))
to A"? Question 2. For what X does there exist, for every disjoint covering 3) of X by closed (compact) sets, a selection from 3) to X?
In §7 we study Question 1 and related topics. Question 1 itself is completely answered by the following theorem. Theorem 1.9. Among the following statements, 1.9.2 ->-1.9.1 and 1.9.4 ->-1.9.3 for any Hausdorff space (X, T). If, moreover, every connected component of X is open, then conversely, 1.9.1 -*-1.9.2 and 1.9.3 -»-1.9.4: 1.9.1. There exists a selection f:2x -> X. 1.9.2. There exists a linear ordering on X such that the order topology is coarser than T, and such that every closed (T) set has a first element.
1.9.3. There exists a selection f'.Q(X) -> X.
1.9.4. There exists a linear ordering on X such that the order topology is coarser than T.
We note that if, in particular, X is a connected Hausdorff space, then 1.9.1 +3. 1.9.2 and 1.9.3 «=* 1.9.4. These equivalences should be compared with [6, Theorem l], where another necessary and sufficient condition for 1.9.4 is given. The chapter concludes with some examples of spaces which do, or do not, satisfy 1.9.2 or 1.9.4. In §8 we begin by showing that certain selection properties are retained under mappings(6) which are continuous, open, and closed. We conclude the section by giving some partial answers to Question 2.
In the appendix, we begin by re-examining the foundations of the finite topology. This leads us to some new theorems, which in turn lead to new applications.
We conclude by outlining a similar program for the uniform case.
2. Fundamental properties of the topologies on 2x. We begin this section by observing that the topologies 2T and \2U\, the uniform structure 2U, and the Hausdorff metric are all admissible. We now examine the finite topology. Our definition of 2T is essentially the one given by Vietoris and Choquet. It is easy to verify that it is equivalent to Frink's neighborhood topology (see [7, §12] Theorem 2.5 and its extension in the appendix have many applications, where they reveal the basic similarity between some apparently unrelated problems. In particular, Theorem 2.5 yields especially simple and transparent proofs for the following theorems in group theory:
(1) If G is a topological group, A a compact subset of G, and B a compact (closed) subset of G, then AB is compact (closed).
(2) If G is a topological group, H a compact subgroup of G, <f> the canonical mapping of G onto G/H, and (5 a compact subcollection of G/H, then </>-1((S) is compact in G.
To prove the first theorem, let U be the right uniform structure on G.
Then the function /: [G, U] -» [2G, 2U], defined by f(x) =xB, is clearly uniformly continuous. Hence f(A) is compact; since AB = \Je£/(G)E, the conclusion follows from 2.5.2' (2.5.1'). To prove the second theorem, we observe that </>-1(ß) = Ue^hE; the conclusion now follows from 2.5.2' and the first part of the following proposition. Proposition 2.6. Let G be a topological group, H a closed, normal subgroup of G. If U is the right (left) uniform structure on G, then the right (left) uniform structure on G/H is the one induced on G/H as a subcollection of [2G, 2U]. Furthermore, G/H is a closed subcollection of (2G, ¡2U\) for either U.
Proof. The first assertion is [2, p. 31, Ex. 5]. Its verification, as well as that of the second assertion, is straightforward, and we omit it. Q.E.D. Proposition 2.6 leads us to consider the factor topology (topologie quotient in [l, p. 52, Definition l]). In general, the following proposition, whose proof we omit, is all we can assert; in special cases we have better results, such as 2.6 above, 5.10.4, and 5.11.1. Proposition 2.7 (8) . i/ 35 is a disjoint covering of a topological space (X, T) by closed subsets, then the factor topology on 3) is coarser than the relative topology induced on 3) by 2 T.
The following proposition is analogous to Theorem 2.5. The proof is elementary, and \ve omit it. Proposition 2.8(7)(8). If $8 is a collection of subsets of X which is (disjoint/a subcollection of 2X) and connected in the (factor/finite) topology, and (all/one) of whose elements are connected, then Uec£¡bE is connected.
We conclude this section with some examples. In all cases, U will denote the natural uniform structure on X.
Example 2.9. Let X be the plane, and let 3) be the disjoint covering of X whose elements are the horizontal lines in the open upper half-plane, and the vertical half-lines in the closed lower half-plane. Then 2|c/| is discrete on 35, | 2f'| is coarser on 33 but still disconnected, while the factor topology on 3) is coarser yet and is connected.
Example 2.10. Let A be the graph of f(x) = 1/x, F the y-axis, J = iU F, and 3) the covering of X whose elements are A and the sets {x} with z£ F. Then 2|c/| and the factor topology agree on 3), and are coarser there than | 2U\ ; A is an isolated element of 3) in the former topologies, but not in the latter.
Example 2.11. Let X be the real line, 33 the collection of all closed (finite or infinite) intervals. Then X is an isolated element of (33, 12er!), but not of (33, 2^1).
Example 2.12. Let X be the real line, 33 the collection of the sets \n, 1/w} (n = i, 2, ■ ■ • ). Then 2|£/| and | 2U\ agree on 33, and 33 is a closed (with either topology on 2X) collection of compact sets whose union is not closed.
It is apparent from the above examples that, except for Proposition 2.7, our various topologies are, in general, incomparable on 2X and its subcollections. Nevertheless, some simple and useful relations hold between the finite and uniform topologies, and the next section is devoted to their study.
3. Relations between the various topologies on 2X. For use in some of the proofs of this section, we introduce the following notation for uniform spaces:
Notation 3.1. Let [X, U] be a uniform space, with index set A. Then, for all a£A: 3.1.1. 2(a) ={/3£A|x, y, s£X: -> :x£ Vß(z), y£ Vß(z) -5~ x£ Va(z)} (see [16, p. 7] ).
If££X, then Va(E) = \JxEEVa(x).
We now state and prove the fundamental lemma of this section. 
Then for some i, say i = k, UiCVß(x). Hence xkCVß(x), and hence x£F«(xA-). We now draw several conclusions from Lemma 3.2. The first of these, Theorem 3.3, has the widest application; by virtue of it, any theorem proved about QiX) using either the finite or the uniform topology will automatically be valid in both topologies. In Theorem 3.4, we consider a special uniform structure on a normal space, and our conclusion is much stronger than that of Theorem 3.3; we use Theorem 3.4 in the proof of Theorem 4.9.5. Proof. We will prove this theorem by showing that every £G2X satisfies conditions 3.2.2 and 3.2.4. Let X be the Stone-Cech compactification of X. Since [X, U] is precompact, it is totally bounded [l, p. Ill, Theorem 4], and so is every Z£G2X. Let E and F be disjoint, closed subsets of X, and let E and F be their closures in X. Then we assert that EC\F = 0: For suppose that there exists an XoÇlEC\F. By normality, there exists an f'.X -» [0, l] such that/(£) =0 and/(F) = 1. Now by the Stone-Cech theorem,/can be extended to a continuous function/on X; but no such /could be continuous at xo. This proves the assertion. Now since E and F are disjoint compact subsets of a uniform space, there exists an index a such that
In contrast to Theorem 3.4, we finally have the following proposition. 
Q.E.D.
This completes our study of the relations between the finite and the uni-form topologies. We conclude this section with the following proposition, which was already announced in the introduction, and which follows from the definitions [3, p. 29, Ex. 7]. Proposition 3.6. Let X be a bounded metric space, and let U be the uniform structure which the metric induces on X. Then the uniform structure which the Hausdorff metric induces on 2X is identical with 2U. 4 . Relationships between properties of X and 2X (or (¡¡(X)). We begin by collecting some results about uniform spaces. Throughout the remainder of this section, 2X will be assumed to carry the finite topology.
The hard part of the following fundamental theorem was first proved by Vietoris [14] .
Theorem 4.2. X is compact ç± 2X is compact.
Proof. If X is compact, then 2X is proved compact by using Alexander's lemma, which asserts that a space is compact provided every covering by sub-basic open sets has a finite subcovering; see [7, Theorem 15(3) ]. Suppose, conversely, that 2X is compact, and let { Ua} be a covering of X by open sets. Then {(X, Ua)} is a covering of 2X by open collections, whence there exists a finite subcovering {(X, Ui), ■ ■ ■ , (X, Un)} • But then { U\, • • • , U"} is a finite subcovering for X. Hence X is compact. Q.E.D.
Observe that in the second part of the above proof, we actually proved that if 2xZ)®Z)Ji(X), and if <2> is compact, then X is compact. Observe also that this part of the proof is unnecessary if X is assumed to be Hausdorff, since a closed subset of a compact space is compact (see 2.4.2) ; a similar remark applies to 4.4.1 below.
Observe that a uniform space [ Proof. 4.3.1. This is trivial. Proof. The implications pointing to the left are all obvious. Those pointing to the right all follow easily from the fact that the family of finite subclasses of a countable class is countable (and from 2.4.1 in the case of 4.5.1). Q.E.D. Theorem 4.6(7). // (2Z, 2T) is either metric or second countable, then (X, T) is compact.
Proof. Suppose X were not compact. Then, in either case, it is not count-ably compact, and hence there exists a countably infinite ACX with no limit points. Hence A is closed in X, 2^£2X, and A is discrete in the relative topology T\A. Now it is easy to see that 2r|x is identical with the relative topology 2T] 2A which 2T induces on 2A; for the rest of the proof, we shall assume that 2A carries this topology. Now 2A is separable (see 4.5.1), so in either case 2A is second countable.
We complete the proof by showing that this is impossible. For let {lla} be a basis for 2A, and for each ££^4, pick a basis element He such that ££Us£(£). Now if £i^£2, say E2 -Ei9i0, then £2£Ug2 and £2£Ub1; hence Ue^Uej-It follows that { Ua\ cannot be countable, for A has more than countably many subsets. Q.E.D.
The next proposition and its corollary deal with the extension of functions from X to 2X. Proposition 4.7 is used in the proof of 4.9.4 and 4.9.9. We omit the proofs, which consist of straightforward verification. Then f+ and /_ have the same bounds (finite or infinite) as f. If T is a topology (resp. Ua uniform structure) on X, and iff is continuous (resp. has its range in R and is uniformly continuous) with T (resp. U) on X, then f+ and /_ are continuous (resp. uniformly continuous, provided their range is contained in R). 4.9.13. Let U be a metrizable uniform structure on X such that | U\ = T. Then, again, 27'=|2£/| on Q(X). The assertion now follows from 4.1.1.
Note. 4.9.5 a ->-c could be proved directly without using Theorem 3. 4; see the proof of 4.9.10.
The remainder of this section will deal with connectivity. A feature of 2X with the Hausdorff metric (and with X compact) is that it has stronger connectivity properties than X itself (see [11 ] , especially the introduction).
We shall not go into analogous results in this paper. We shall also not study the properties of the collection of connected, respectively locally connected, subsets of X (see [5] 
, [ll], and [15]).
When studying connectivity, it is more convenient to look at all of zA(X) than at 2X. There is an obvious extension of the finite topology to zA(X) (see Definition 5.1 for definition and notation), and for the remainder of this section, we shall assume that zA(X) carries this topology. 4.13.1. X is zero-dimensional î=t GiX) is zero-dimensional. 4.13.2. X is totally disconnected <=t GiX) is totally disconnected.
4.13.3. X is discrete «=i GiX) is discrete. 4 .13.4. X has no isolated points «=i 2X has no isolated points. 4.13.5. The collection of connected elements of 2X is closed in 2X.
5.
Functions from or to hyperspaces. In this section, it will be useful to extend our topologies and uniform structures to <¡A(X) (see Notation 1.4).
We make the following definition. Definition 5.1.
5.1.1. If {t/,},g=i is a collection of subsets of a topological space X, then (Utf& denotes {££oyf(X) |££UiGt£/,; Er\U^0 for all i£l}. For a uniform space, 33+(£) denotes (Fa(x))+GE. 5.1.2. The finite and uniform topologies on <¡A(X) are defined just as in Definitions 1.6 and 1.7, except that (-) is now replaced by (-)+.
The map cp:vi(X) -► 2X is defined by cj>(A) = J.
In the following corollary, T\A stands for the relative topology induced on A by the topology T on X~2)A. Similarly for uniform structures. Proof. 5.7.1. The essential fact in the proofs of this statement is that the index sets for X,zA(X), andzA(zA(X)) are all the same. For each function, we shall give a rule which assigns to each index for the range an index for the domain. The verification of this rule is straightforward for <r, and a little more complicated for 0 and n.
0-: To a for fal(X) assign a for *A(fal(X)). Let 33G<^(<^(X)), <r(33) =B. Let ^)E(Va(E))tess, <r(S))=ZJ. We must show that DE^t(B). (a) DCVaiB): Let dED. Then there exists an FE® such that dEF.
But there exists an EG33 such that T^GSS« (£). Therefore there exists an eEECB such that dEVa(e). (a) SSHSS^E) ¿¿0 for all £G3I: Let EG2I. Then EQA. Let 77= {yEB \ y E Vß(x) for some xEE}. Then HEB, whence HEB=B, and therefore 77G33. We shall_show that 7/G53"(E):
(1) HT\Va(x)^0 for all xEE: Let xEE. Then there exists a y EH EH such that yEVß(x)CV"(x).
(2) HEVa(E): Let zEH. Pick yEH such that zE Vy(y), where yE^(ß).
Next, pick x££ such that y £ Vß(x). Then z£ F«(x).
(b) 33£U£Ga 33a(£): The proof is similar to that for (a), and we omit it. 77: To a for 22 assign ß£2(a) for 2X: The proof is similar to the one for 6, and will be omitted. (2) Dr\Ui9¿0 for all i: Pick £¿£35 such that ££tL-(i=í, ■ ■ ■ , n). Now pick y¿££,-such that y,£Z7i (i=l, •••,«).
Let 33&/i(^(
Then y,-£DP\i/,-(¿=1, •••,«). 5.7. 3. If X is completely regular, then it admits a uniform structure, and our assertion follows from 5.7.1, 5.6.4, and 3.3. The assertion can be proved directly, without assuming complete regularity (but using the restriction to Q(X)). The proof is somewhat messy, and is omitted. We now study functions between topological spaces. Definition 5.9. Let/:X -» F be onto. We define 5.9.1. /*:<vi(X) ->cyf(F) by/*(£)=/(£). 5.9.2. /"'*: Y^kAÇX) by/-»*(y) =f~l(y). 5.9.3. f-^**:zA(Y)^zA(X) by f~1**(E)=f~1(E). (uniformly isomorphic) so are 2X and 2Y. The converse, however, is false; see [5] .
In the special case where the domain X is compact, we have: Proposition 5.11. Letf:X^>Ybe a continuous map from a compact Hausdorff space X onto a Hausdorff space Y. Then : 5.11.1. If 0(f) is closed in 2X, then the finite topology on Oif) is equivalent to the factor topology.
/_1* is continuous if and only ifO(f) is closed in 2X.
Proof. 5.11.1. By Proposition 2.7, we need only show that the finite topology is coarser than the factor topology. Suppose @£D(/) is closed in O(f) in the finite topology. Then (S is compact, whence <r(£) is closed (see 5.6.1); that is, @ is closed in the factor topology. Before concluding this section, we shall define an interesting new concept and derive its principal properties. Definition 5.13. Let (X, T) be a topological space, and let 33£i/f(2x). As immediate consequences of this definition we have the following corollary. Corollary 5.14. i/33£vi(2x), then:
5.14.1. sat (33)&yf(2x). 5.14.2. sat (sat(33))=sat (33). 5.14.3. cr(sat (33)) = cr(33). 5.14.4. 7/23 is saturated, and if AC2X, then %r\6(A) and ißf^v(A) are both saturated.
We further have the following lemma.
Lemma 5.15. 7/33£vi(2x), then, in the finite topology:
5.15.1. {¿4£2X|^4 is a finite union of elements o/33} is dense in sat (33). But then U?=1 £,-£33^11. This completes our study of the saturate.
We conclude this section by stating, for later reference, the following lemma about general topology. which is what we shall do from now on. Once oA(X) has been topologized, g becomes a function between topological spaces, and it then makes sense to talk about its continuity and other topological properties. In this section we shall suppose that oA(X) carries the finite topology, and that, furthermore, g maps Y into 2X (that is, that g, considered as a multi-valued function, maps each point of Y into a closed subset of X). We now ask the following question. Finally, suppose that, in addition, X is compact Hausdorff. If now / is a continuous function from X onto a Hausdorff space F, then any continuous inverse g' of / is a homeomorphism of F into X, and g' O / is a retraction of X onto a subset homeomorphic to Y. We also have the following necessary and sufficient condition. 7. Selection on 2X. Throughout this section, we assume that ( X, T) is a Hausdorff space, and that 2X carries the finite topology.
We first prove some preliminary lemmas, from which our main results (in particular Theorem 1.9) will follow as corollaries. We define our order as in 7.4.1; it remains to show that every closed (T) set has a first element. Let A be closed, and let C be the first component of X containing a point of A. Then AC\C is a nonempty closed subset of C, and therefore contains a first element y by 7.3.2. But this y is evidently the first element of A, which proves our assertion. Q.E.D.
Our final lemma shows that, under certain conditions, there actually exists a selection from a subcollection of 2X to X. Its proof is quite independent of the previous lemmas of this section, which deal with the converse problem.
Lemma 7.5.1. Suppose that there exists a linear order on X such that the order topology is coarser than T, and let 3C(X) = {££2X| For every F£2X, EC\F is empty or has a first element).
7.5.1. Thenf:3C(X) -> X, defined byf(E) =first element of E, is a selection.
Then Q(X, P)£3C(A).
Proof. 7.5.1. Let ££3C(A), and let/(£)=x. Let U be an open (T) set containing x; we must find a neighborhood 9? of £ such that ££9îP»3C(X) ->-/(£) £77. Now if ECU, then <jR = (U) is such a neighborhood, and we are through. Suppose, therefore, that EC\_ U, and let y be the first element of EC\U'. We now consider two cases:
(1) There is no z£X such that x<z<y.
Let and therefore F£3ÎD3C(X) -^f(F)CNAJN2CU.
Let ECQ(X)
. Then £HF is compact (P) for all ££2X, and hence is also compact in the order topology, whence it has a first point. Hence
x < y means
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use or do not, satisfy condition 1.9.2 and/or 1.9.4. We begin by observing that a linearly ordered space, which is connected in the order topology, becomes disconnected by the removal of any point except, possibly, the two end points.
Hence 7?" (that is, Euclidean «-space), {xG7?"| ||x|| ^ 1}, and {xG£n|||x|| = l} do not satisfy either 1.9.2 or 1.9.4 for »^2. The real line 7?1 satisfies 1.9.4; it does not satisfy 1.9.2, as is easily seen by looking at a compact neighborhood of that point of 7?1 which would have to become the first point in the ordering. Finally, a subset of 721 which has either a first or a last element in the natural ordering satisfies both 1.9.2 and 1.9.4. 8. More on selections. We shall again assume that ( X, T) and ( F, T') are Hausdorff spaces, and that 2X and 2Y carry the finite topology. 
Q.E.D.
The remaining results of this section deal with 5S and St spaces. They are of a preliminary nature, and are stated without proof.
Lemma 8.4. If X contains a subset which is homeomorphic to a circle, then X is not an 54 (and therefore not an S3) space. Definition 8.5. 8.5.1. A tree is a partially ordered set X, such that {i|/^x} is simply ordered for all xEX, and such that any two elements of X have a g.l.b. 8.5.2. A branch point of a tree X is a point xEX which is the g.l.b. of two distinct points of X, both of which are different from x. 8.5.3. The partial order topology P on a tree X is generated by sub-basic open sets of the following two kinds:
(1) {y\y <x}, xEX, (2) {y | y is not g x}, x EX. Lemma 8.6. Suppose that (X, T) can be partially ordered as a tree, such that the order topology P is coarser than T, and such that X has only a finite number of branch points. Then : 8.6.1. X is an S\ space. 8.6 .2. If, in addition, every closed (T) linearly ordered subset of X has a last element, then X is an 53 space.
We conclude by observing that a finite tree, in the sense of homology theory (for instance a closed figure X in the plane), satisfies 8.6.1 and 8.6.2. Unless this tree has only two vertices, however, it will not satisfy conditions 1.9.2 or 1.9.4 of Theorem 1.9.
Appendix.
We begin by re-examining the foundations of the finite topology.
Consider a topological space (X, T). It is easily seen (see [7] and Definition 1.8a, §2) that the finite topology on zA(X) (see Definition 5.1) is the join (or sup), in the lattice of all topologies on zA(X), of the following two topologies. 60], and [4, §1] which gives the simplest definition). This latter condition cannot, in general, be interpreted as continuity with respect to some topology on zA(Y). The connection between the conditions is established in [4, §l] .
The following theorem follows from the definitions. To prove this proposition, look carefully at the sets^4n = Cl (\}f(x))C\f(xo), where the union is taken over all xG>Si/n(xo) (»= 1, 2, ■ • • ).
Let us now see how some of the results in §2 can be strengthened by means of our new topologies. Proposition 2.7, for instance, remains true if the finite topology is replaced by any of the above weaker ones. (Even the hemi-semi-finite topology may be strictly finer than the factor topology on 35; see Example 2.10.) The same is true of Proposition 2.8, if we demand that every element of 33 should be connected.
The most useful new result, however, is the following theorem. The last two results provide a systematic method for attacking various problems. We give two examples:
1. Lemma 5.18 follows immediately from Corollary 9.6 and one part of Corollary 9.4 (see the remark following the lemma).
2. In [8] , the proof of (3) in Theorem 1 is reduced to proving the following assertion: If X is a compact Hausdorff space, Y a topological space, F a collection of continuous functions from X into Y which is compact in the compact-open topology, and if A is closed in Y, then U/Gi/_1(^4) is closed in X. This assertion follows at once from Corollary 9.6, when we observe that the mapping <p:F -> 2X, defined by <p(f) =/_1(.4), is upper semi-continuous.
Finally, let us glance at the uniform case. If [X, U] is a uniform space with index set A, then 2U on zA(X) is clearly the join, in the lattice of all uniform structures on zA(X), of the following two uniform structures. Definition 9.7. The upper (lower) semi-uniform structure on iA(X) is generated by the index set A, and the neighborhoods U"(£) = { P| FCVa(E)} (resp. 2Ba(£) = {F\ EC Va(F)} ) for EC^(X).
These uniform structures are clearly not Pi, in general, and they are admissible with respect to U. We call the corresponding topologies the upper (lower) semi-uniform topologies.
It is clear that the upper (lower) semi-uniform topology is coarser (finer) than the upper (lower) semi-finite topology. Furthermore, it follows from Lemma 3.2 that the respective topologies agree on Q(X) ; this generalizes If A is a uniform space, then Theorems 9.8 and 9.6 make equivalent assertions about collections of compact sets; for collections of closed sets, however, the assertion in Theorem 9.8 is the stronger one.
Finally, it is interesting to note that, in our applications, Theorem 2.5 itself was sufficient for the uniform topology, while for the finite topology we needed the improvement in Theorem 9.6. Bibliography
